
 
 
 

Bookshelf Speakers at their Finest 
 

 
DAYTON, OH (March 19, 2018) – Experience the same fantastic quality and articulation as the original top-
rated MK402, but with the added convenience of a wireless connection with the new Dayton Audio MK402BT 
Powered Bluetooth Bookshelf Speakers. 
 
The built-in amplifier on the MK402BT is able to provide up to 80 watts of max output power, which is more than 
enough to power these sweet speakers. The MK402BT also allows you to change tracks, volume, and even 
pause/play songs directly from the speaker itself - ease of use is just the beginning! 
 
The MK402 features an attractive, textured black vinyl finish that stands out upon first glance. The cabinet offers a 
unique geometric design for the baffle which sets it apart from much more basic speakers in its price range. The 
grill is removable and made of a high-quality black cloth that discretely obscures the most appealing features of 
this design: the drivers. 
 
The 3/4" tweeter is elegant, with an airy top-end that can be appreciated by anyone who enjoys the delicate side 
of music often left behind by most speakers. The dispersion from this tweeter provides a life-like ambiance which 
truly sets the scene for your music. 
 
The 4” woofer is able to play down to the 60 Hz range with ease. Normally, a woofer of this size would limit the 
upper-frequency range, but that is not the case here. This Dayton Audio woofer plays through a large portion of 
the vocal range, adding coherency and smoothness to music for enhanced melodic enjoyment. 
 
Lastly, the MK402BT includes a simple control panel on top of the active speaker. This convenient panel allows 
you to set volume, start and stop playback, and change the source straight from the speaker itself. 
 
About Dayton Audio 
 
For more than 20 years, Dayton Audio has been a leading supplier for audio and video, combining real-world 
design with high-tech manufacturing techniques to offer some of the finest consumer electronic products today. 
Every Dayton Audio product is designed and engineered in the USA to provide the highest level of performance 
and value, backed by industry-leading warranties and support. Dayton Audio products can be purchased through 
authorized resellers including Parts Express (parts-express.com). Visit us online at www.daytonaudio.com. 
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